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BOUNDARY BEHAVIOR OF BMO(5„)

BY

PAULA A. RUSSO1

Abstract. If / is a holomorphic function of bounded mean oscillation in the unit

ball of C", then it has radial limits at almost every point of the boundary of the ball.

The question remains as to how nicely one can expect this function to behave on

subsets of the boundary of zero measure. For example, there is a holomorphic BMO

function in the ball that has a finite radial limit at no point of the «-torus. We show

here that this is not an isolated phenomenon; there exists at least one other

«-dimensional submanifold of the boundary of the ball with this same behavior.

Let B,= {zeC": \z\ < 1} be the unit ball of C, and let a„ denote the

normalized Lebesgue measure on dBn. We are interested in the following question:

Given a submanifold M of dBn and a function / holomorphic in Bn, what

conditions on / will guarantee that / has radial limits almost everywhere on Ml It

is a classical result, see [6], for example, that if / is in the Hardy space Hp(Bn), for

0 < p < oo, then / has radial limits almost everywhere on dBn. If / e Hx(Bn), then

more can be said. For example, Nagel and Rudin proved in [4] that if (¡d: [a, b] -* Bn

is a nowhere complex tangential curve and cp' satisfies a Lipschitz condition, then /

has radial limits almost everywhere on <p with respect to arclength measure. It was

recently shown by Ahern [1] that there exists a holomorphic function of bounded

mean oscillation with radial limits at no point of the «-torus Tn = {z e 85„:

\Zj\ = l//n}. Motivated by this, we show the existence of another «-dimensional

submanifold of 3ß„ with this same behavior.

We define the holomorphic functions of bounded mean oscillation as follows. If

/ e H2(Bn) we say that / e BMO(.B„) if there exists a constant C such that for all

F^H2(Bn)

I Ffdo„
3B„

<C■ F

It follows that H°°(Bn) c BMO(fi„) c HP(B„) for 0 < p < oo. (For more informa-

tion on BMO(5„) for « > 1, see [2].)

Let v be the mapping from C" into C given by n(zv z2,..., z„) = T."=1zf. One

can easily verify that tt(5„) = Bl and tt-(S„) = Bv We set W„ = w-1^^). W„ is

then a submanifold of dBn with real dimension «, and it is this submanifold which

we will consider. Note that for n = 2, Wn is biholomorphically equivalent to Tn via

the mapping (zx, z2) -» ((z, - iz2)/ Jl, {zx + iz2)/1/2 ).
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To construct the desired function, we show that if g is holomorphic in Bl with the

property that sup|A|<1|/'(X)|(l - |A|) < oo, then g ° -n e BMO(£„). (A function g

with this property is called Bloch function.) It is known that there exists such a

function G with radial limits at no point of dBx [5]. It follows that G ° it will have a

radial limit at no point of it~l(dBl) = Wn. It thus remains to prove

Theorem 1. If gis a Bloch function, then g ° m e BMO(£„).

We begin with a calculation which will be the main tool in the proof of Theorem

1.

Theorem 2. For each integer « > 2, there exists a constant Kn such that if f is a

continuous complex-valued function on Bl, then

(1) /    fo,dan = Knr ffire^rd-rT-^dr de.

We evaluate the left-hand side of (1) by applying the following reformulation of

the co-area formula of Fédérer [3].

Proposition. If M and N are real Riemannian submamfolds, with dimR M = m >

« = dimRA/, and f is a smooth map, then

(2) /   g(x)dli(x)=(    f dHm'"(x) dH"(y),
/-'{.»■} J„f(x)

where /i, is Lebesgue measure on M, Hk is k-dimensional Hausdorff measure, and g is

a Lebesgue integrable function on M satisfying the conditions

(i)

g(x)

j jn i/r'b') •/„/(*)
dHm"(x) dH"(y) < 00

and

(ii)   there   exists   Ej C M   such   that   Eï c E2 c   • • • ,   ^(U^,! E¡) = 1,    and

(g/J„f)XEl e ¿Vm) for each j.

Applying (2) to M = S2"'1 and N = Bx we obtain

f       f°irdon=C„f  f(\)f   --±—dH2"-\x)d\,
•'s2'-1 jb1 Jrx J2ir\x)

where the constant C„ depends only on «, I\ = 77_1{X} n S2"~l, and / is continu-

ous on Bv In polar coordinates this becomes

(3)      /       fovdon = Cnf2" frf(re«)\j     -±-r d&-\x
■'s2"-1 Jo    Jo [Jrre,» J2v(x)

Thus, our proof of Theorem 2 will be complete if we show that

drdO.

(4) ( -4 dH1 (x) = Cn(l-r2)
2\(n-3)/2

,2,r(x)

This will be accomplished in the following lemmas
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Lemma 1. /2tt(|) = 4yl - |vr( ̂ ) |2.

Proof. Since J2ir = {-\\dir A dîf\\, we must show that \\dir(£) A dír({¡)\\ =

8^1-MÉ)|2.
Let {tAjZï1 be an orthonormal basis of TS2n~\£), the real tangent space of

S2"-1 at the point £. Let {w,-}?"^1 ̂ e l^e corresponding dual basis of the cotangent

space. Then we have dir = E2"71(í,tt)w. Hence, to prove the lemma, we construct

such a basis and compute dir.

We choose our tangent vectors to be of the form

'2/(0-Reí ¿aí(€)¿-|.       K/<n-l,
U-i d**/

r2/+1(ê) = Im( ¿«i(i)g|-J,       0</<«-l

for a' e C". One can easily check that the tj's will be orthonormal if and only if

(5) |«'(£)l = 2    and    (a'(£),am(¿)) =0.

Furthermore, in order for each /■(£) to be an element of TS2n~1(i), we must have

fy(£*-il€*l2) = °- This implies that

(6) (<*'(£),£) =0   forl</<n-l       and       Im(a0({),{) = 0.

Let £ G S2""1 so that |tt(£)| < L Let a°(|) = 2| and ^(1) = 2q/\q\, where

¿¡r = f — (¿~, £)£ is the component of £ orthogonal to £. By (5) and (6) we see that

{?)(£), hiè), h(è)} is an orthonormal set of tangent vectors for each £ g S2"-1,

with |ir(i)| < 1.

We now choose a1(|),..., a"~ '(£) g C" so that (5) and (6) are satisfied. This will

imply that a'(£) is orthogonal to both a1^) and £ for 2 < / < « — 1, and hence we

have

(7) (a'(£),f)=0,       2</<n-l.

To compute í/tt we have

2«-l

dTT  =      Y.    (tj*)WJ

7-1

n-1

= (/jTt)^ +     £   (('2/^)^2/+(i2/+lw)w2/+l)
/-l

=  -i(a\l)wx + "t ««', IK-/(«', l)w2/+1),
/=1

which by (7) gives

dir = -í(a°,f)vt>i + (aM)w2 - /(a\£)w3.

Hence,

dir A d€ = -2;ÍRe[(a°,Í>( a1,!)]^ A w2

-Im[<a°,f)(77|)]w1Aw3-|(a1,|>|2H-2AW3
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and

This gives

->  .2

dvAdñ\\   =4|(«M>|   |(a°,£>|   +|(«1,£)|

\dir A dir|| = 2(2\/l -|t7(£)|2ÏÏ4|t7(£) f + 4(1 - |w(€)
2\\l/2

= 8V1-|t7(£)

Thus

/2w(í) = 4yi -k(£)|      for all £ g S2"-1^

and hence for all £ G S2 D

Lemma 2.

/  d//2"-3 = C„(l-|A|2),^2>/2   /brO<|X|<l.
Fa

Proof. Since Tr = e'e/2(Tre,e), and the volume of Tr, represented by the left-hand

integral, is rotation invariant, it is sufficient to prove the lemma for À = r.

Suppose z = X + iY G Tr where IJe R". It follows that z G Tr if and only if

(8) 1*1 and    (X,Y) = 0.

To evaluate /r d//2" 3 we again use the co-area formula. We consider the map /:

r,. -* /(l + r)/2 5"_1 defined by /(*+ zT) = X By the above comments we

know that / maps Tronto \/(l + r)/2 S"^1. Thus, applying (2) for g = 1, we have

(9)      f dH2"  3 =  /"
•X ■'1/y/(l+r)/2S"-

1.rl{p) J„-J{x)
dH"-2(x) dH"\p).

To compute J„_if, we construct an orthonormal basis of 7Tr(z) at z = X + iY.

For 1 < / < n - 2 let a1 G R" such that the set {^2/(1 - r) Y, a1,..., a"'2} is

an orthonormal basis of TS"~1( X). Note that this is possible since ( X, Y) = 0. Let

r, = Im

hi = Re

/l
Ë(^-«/)â7

r    j=\

%<

l2/ + ! = Im h<
Because of our choice of the a''s, it follows that the tk's are orthonormal. To see that

they are tangent vectors, we must show that

/   "

vy-i
^■'»IV; \./=i

= 0,
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Since these are the defining functions of Tr. We have

/    n

w?iZ/J    vT^7
Z (z, - rzj)2zj

vT-
= (277(z)-2r|z|2) = 0,

M LVj] fl-~2
I,(zj-ñj)zj-(zj-rzj)zj

r    7 = 1

■ir

7 = 1

vT^T2

i ¿

(-77(Z)    + »(*))  =  0,

i2/   Iz2   =^l(2«j)(2z,) = 2(a',z->=0,
7 = 1

'2/

\y=i        /       7=1

and similarly for /2/+1. Thus the tk's do form an orthonormal basis of 7Tr(z).

We now evaluate tkfj where / = (/,, f2,..., /„). We have

1 + r
hfj = y Y~r yJl    hlfJ = a';    t2,+ lf> = °-

Thus, A"~ldf is zero on each basis vector of A„_1(7,rr) with the exception of

/, A i2 A i4 A • • • A t2„_4. Let Sj denote the permutation group on {1,2,..., j — 1,

j + 1,..., «}.   If   r e Sj,   let   T,,..., t„_1   denote   the   values   t(1), t(2), ...,

r(j — 1), r(j + 1),..., t(«), respectively. We have

hn-ldf{tx Ai2A/4A •■• A/2„_4)

=     i     L(-l)M(hfJ---(<2„-Jr„¡)
7=1 tes,.

= i E(-i)Mfvr^
j-l reSj \ V

*>< ■ • • <:î

which is equal to j/(l + r)/{\ - r)(Y A a1 A ■ ■ ■ A a"  2). Hence,

"'{YAa1 A ••• Aa"^2||¿-i/ = l|A"-1d/|| =

v/1 + r

1 - r

since {^2/(1 - /•) 7, a1,..., a"  2} is an orthonormal family. Thus (9) becomes

dH-\p).f dH2"->= f f ]T±- dH"-2(x)
Jrr J^T^TÏs-^yjf-^p) V 1 + r
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Since r\p) = {(p,Y): \Y\ = v'(l - r)/2, (p,Y) = 0} is an (n - 2)-sphere we

have

/ ,       dH"~2 = C"
1 (n-2)/2

Hence

/,
dH 21,-3 = c„

1 + M<"-1>/2

(i + O
1/2/1 -r\<"

c„(i - ,2)(-2)/2.

This proves Lemma 2, which together with Lemma 1 proves Theorem 2.

We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 1. It is sufficient to show that if g is a

Bloch function on the unit disk, then there exists a constant A = A(g) such that for

all holomorphic polynomials we have

(10) (    F(g°ir) da„
3ß„

<A\\F\

The method used to prove (10) follows closely that used by Ahern in [1],

Let Tg = g ° ir and let dp.n = Knr{\ - r2)("~2)/2 drdO, where Kn is the constant

guaranteed by Theorem 3. It follows from this theorem that if g is continuous on

£,, then

f     \Tgfdo,, =   f   \gfdnn.
JdB„ JB,

Thus /"extends uniquely to be an isometry of Lp(dii„) into L''(í/o-„) for all finite p;

in particular, for p = 2. This implies that if F is a holomorphic polynomial, then

S    F{Tg)do„=  f   (T*F)gdixn
àB„ JB¡

where T* is the Hubert space adjoint of the isometry from L2(d^n) into L2(dan).

So, to prove (10), it is sufficient to prove

(11) f   (T*F)gdli„ ^A\\F\\i

for all holomorphic polynomials F. This will be done in two steps. The first is to

show that if F is a holomorphic polynomial in C", then T*F is a holomorphic

polynomial in C and jB \T*F\dp.n < }dB \F\dan. The second step is to show that if

g is a Bloch function then there exists a constant A = A(g) such that for any

holomorphic polynomial « of one variable we have

f   hgd\i„   ^AÍ   \h\dn„.

From these two steps the theorem clearly follows.
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Lemma 3.  // F(z) is a holomorphic polynomial,  then so is T*F(\).  Moreover,

fBi\T*F\dlx„^jdBJF\do„.

Proof. To prove the first part of the lemma, it is sufficient to consider only the

holomorphic monomials z". We begin by making three observations:

(i) If o = (al,a2,. ..,a„) is any multi-index and r(a) is any permutation of the

a 's, then T*(za) = T*(zJ{a)). This follows from the fact that t induces a unitary

transformation on 95„ which leaves both ir and a„ invariant and so we have

f    za(g~^r~)do„=   (    z^a){g~^)da„,

from which the assertion follows.

(ii) T*(za) = 0 if a is odd for any j. Because both on and it are left invariant

when Zj is replaced by — z • we have

/     z'(J7^)da„=  f     (-l)a'z"{g~^)do„

and thus T*(za) = 0.

(ni)

T*{z2«z2Hz')2ß) = ff^r*(z2*-2z12'-+2(z'f'í)

for all nonnegative integers K and L; K > 0, and all multi-indices ß of the form

j8 = (ßlt..., /3„_2). (Note that z' = (z3, z4,..., z„).)

We consider the unitary transformation

(z[, z2,..., z„) -» (zlcos6 + z2sinö, Zj sino — z2cos0, z3,..., z„)

for 0 g R. It is easily verified that ir is invariant under this transformation, as is an.

Hence, we have

(12)     [    z[z2{z')lß{J^)don
3ß„

=   /     (zj cosö + z2sinô)'(z1 sinö — z2cosö)'(z')    (g°ir) don
dB„

for all nonnegative integers s and t and for all real 9. Differentiating both sides of

(12) with respect to 6 gives

0=  /     (g°'!r)(z')    \~ s(zlcos6 + z2sinö)s    (zl sinö — z2cos#)' +
JdB„

+ t(zlcos6 + z2sinO)s    (zlsmd — z2cosd)'    \doir

By (12) this implies that

/    szr1z'2+1(z')2ß(J^)d„n= f    tz^z'2-\z'fß{-g-^r)don.
3ß„ 3ß„

Thus,

sT*(zrlz'2+1{z')2ß) = tT*(z[+lz'2-\z')2ß),

and choosing s = 2K - 1 and t = 2L + 1, we obtain our assertion.
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For an arbitrary monomial za, it follows from (i) and successive applications of

(iii) that

(13) T*(z2a)= CaßT*(z2ß)    for all ß suchthat |j81 =|o|.

By Theorem 3 we know that

/     [ir{z)\K{J^r)don = f   XKgdn„,

and thus T*([ir(z)]K) = \K. Expanding [ir(z)]K gives

A-=r*((z2+.-.+z2)")=    £   ^T*(z2«);

hence by (13) we have

T*{z2a) = QX|a|

for some constant Ca. This completes the proof of the first part of the lemma.

Since T: Lp(dfin) -* Lp(da„), 1 < p < oo, is an isometry, it follows that T*:

Lq(dan) -> Lq(dfin), 1 < q < oo, has norm at most 1. Thus, if F is a holomorphic

polynomial in « variables it follows that

/   \T*F\qdiiH<(    \F\"da„
B\ 3fin

for each q > 1. Letting q -* 1, we have, by the dominated convergence theorem,

f   \T*F\dn„=   lim    [   \T*F\qdii„
JBX í/^l+   JB¡

<   lim    f    \F\'' da,, =   f    \F\da„.    O
í-i+ JdB„ hß„

Lemma 4. Let g be a Bloch function in the unit disk. Then there exists a constant

A = A(g) such that, for any holomorphic polynomial h of one variable,

(14) (   hgdu,,   ^AÍ   \h\dfi„.
Jr. Jr.

This is just Lemma 2.3 in [1] with wn(r) = K,,r{\ - r2)("   3)/2. This completes the

final step of the proof of Theorem 2.
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